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Progressive metal-rock .Groovy and experimental at the same time. 10 MP3 Songs METAL: Progressive

Metal, ROCK: Progressive Rock Details: Progressor (Uzbekistan) progressor: "It's been quite a while

since I've heard such a profound and expressive album of heavy progressive music as this. "Dilemma's"

is original from head to toe, coming with not even the lightest trace of commerciality, to my great

pleasure. "A Social Grace" by Psychotic Waltz, Iced Earth's "Burnt Offering" and "Sophisticated" by

Sieges Even can be named as rough points of comparison, but only with great reservations, because the

conformity is just barely perceptible, touching only some small stylistic nuances, which are common for all

bands performing a cerebral, hyper-complex, uncompromising Prog-Metal with no keyboards. " Metal

Coven (Danemark) (metal-coven.dk) : I am sure you will find something there to satisfy your taste in

metal. Maybe you need to listen to the CD a few times, but I can assure you that its worth your time. As I

write these lines, I am listening to the CD for the second time, and I am picking up a lot of stuff, that I

completely missed the first time. I wonder what stuff will appear, when playing the CD for the 6th or 7th

time. ALBUM SYNOPSIS: A choice knocking at our door at any hour, out of a disarming simplicity, with

an innocent face. It complexify our kids mind so imperfect, under the observing eyes of the divine

concepts. A whisper, a simple thought are sometimes the only things we need to go from one side to the

other. May it that we falsely understand what surrounds us, may we have been scorn, may it our fear of

the end or our animal instincts, the choice is ours... will you be an angel? Will you be a monster? Close

your eyes, open your mind and take a trip into the core of the human soul in search of his own truth...

ABOUT US: Highest Place continues with this second album. Better writing, better music, just let your

ears be pleased. We put all our heart and soul in our music, just give a listen and get addicted.
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